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Marketer's Showdown
Case Overviews


1. Company: Vix Records: "Fidelity Freefall"

Topics: Ethics, technological environment, customer value

Case: Our international record company distributed millions of CD's with a new type of copy protection software on them to prevent piracy. After a short time there was a deluge of very public complaints that the 'protected' CD's were  "spying" on the consumer's internet use, left them vulnerable to computer viruses, and did not provide any warning that such software would be installed automatically. After consumer and legal uproar, we have been forced to recall over two million CD's from retailers around the world, and are facing an ever-growing class action lawsuit.  Consumers contend that beyond the illegality of the way the software behaved, that it also caused numerous security and virus risks that damaged their machines. 

Strategy Issues:
What strategies would you employ to: 
	regain the loyalty of these customers and contain the incident? 
	Continue combating the enormous piracy problem? This could go as it is more of a management issue.  
Reassert your reputation as an ethical and consumer-friendly company?


2. Company: Vix Records: "Coffee Bandwagon?"

Topics: Cross-marketing, promotions, channels, retailing 

Case: An urban mobile coffee company has proposed to sell dual-branded compilation CD's of our artists from their fleet of trucks in exchange for the right to play pre-release hits over their PA system. We can significantly benefit from their top tier buzz, gain leverage and some new 'street cred', and tap into direct consumer sales in a new,  non-mainstream venue with minimal financial cost.  All research points to a profitable and positive result. The two main hurdles: our parent company insists that all cross-marketing initiatives are done with other sibling companies when possible - we have a sister company coffee chain but they happen to be pretty low-rent and on the fringe of our target market. Second we have numerous exclusivity deals with other channels  - this initiative does not legally infringe on those deals but could 'complicate' those relationships.

Strategy Issues:
Is this venture worth potentially alienating existing channels? 
If so how would you maintain solid relationships with other channels?

	Is this venture worth a conflict with the parent and sibling companies? 
	If so, how would you finesse the proposal?





3. Company: Vix Records: "Something for Everyone?"

Topics: Packaging, Versioning, New product launch, Innovation

Case: In an attempt to target additional markets we are considering a massive repackaging program. Compilations and movie soundtracks are more often than not outselling the bulk of our mid-level artist-based records and downloadable singles are killing our CD sales. We are planning to do an ethnicity-based series, age-based series and geographic series. 

Strategy Issues:
What are the pros and cons to this new branch of our overall marketing plan?
What issues arise from this kind of segmentation?
How would we manage conflict with artists?
How can we deploy this program cost-effectively? 
Will this further hinder our artist's record sales or boost them?


4. Company: Yuma Puma Energy Drink: "Category Crowd Control"

Topics: Competition, Product lifecycle management, Integrated Marketing Communications

Case: 7 years ago we launched our unique beverage internationally and have grown exponentially every year, inadvertently creating a new market category - the energy drink. We've employed unconventional 'guerilla' marketing techniques to launch and grow the product - street teams, Xtreme sport sponsorships, links with sub-culture, unconventional placement like health clubs and nightclubs, and specialized distribution teams. Its success is attributed to this non-mainstream marketing approach. Now, every mammoth international beverage company is launching their own energy drink product (Coca-cola, Pepsi). These companies could definitely out-power us in promotion/advertising spending, utilize wider and faster distribution channels and offer a lower price point.

Strategy Issues:
What, if anything, do we change to remain competitive?
Alter advertising/promotion plan?
Alter distribution?
Alter price point?
If we don't alter our plan, what new initiatives do we take to remain our current market hold? 
	Expand product line?
Target new audience? 
New types of promotional ventures?


5. Company: Yuma Puma Energy Drink "The Price is Heating Up"

Topics: Pricing, Ethics, Technology, Public Relations

Case: We have been offered technology for our vending machines that will incorporate a computer chip that reads the outdoor temperature and then raises prices on hotter days and increases for late-night hours. It is extremely easy to incorporate into our mobile vending machines as well as the permanently placed. If implemented it would generate an extra million dollars in revenue.
 
Strategy Issues:
Should we employ this strategy?
Are there ethical risks?
Should we deploy the technology at all machines?
Is there potential backlash and could it be managed?


6. Company: Yuma Puma Energy Drink: "Stock Shock"

Topics: Retailing, Channels, Global Marketing

Case: After our initial launch in Venezuela, we moved into our second market and excitingly experienced a consumer response far beyond our projections. But, after eight months we ran out of stock and were unable to deliver to all of our retail outlets (both traditional and untraditional). It is taking six months to overhaul the local manufacturing and delivery system and get product back on the shelves.

Strategy Issues:
What is the best strategy to take to:
	Ensure that our manufacturing plan is better on target and more flexible to rebound from fluctuation in demand?
Appease unhappy retailers? Must we make a decision about which ones to appease—large, small, everyone? 
Win over disgruntled consumers?
Re-establish our image?


7. Company: Zuna Motors: “Target Practice”

Topics: Segmentation, Market Research

Case: The North American branch of our international car company researched and developed a specific car model targeted at the U.S. youth market. We haven't had any perceived value or sales with this demographic and after significant research efforts, including various rounds of prototyping and focus grouping, we designed a car for this segment and poured all of our marketing dollars into it. One year after the launch, almost none of the sales have been within the generation Y we targeted, but has been relatively popular with the baby boomer generation.

Strategy Issues:
What is the best strategic direction to take?
	Re-orient the marketing plan to attract more consumers within the demographic that the product is proven to be successful?
	Re-orient the marketing plan to better reach the original target market?
	Develop a new product that will better reach the original target market?



8. Company: Zuna Motors: "Feature Frenzy Freak-Out”

Topics: Product Management, Consumer Behavior

Case: Our luxury sedan has been slowly but consistently making gains in market share for ten years now. Our consumer outreach program and other research pointed to a clear demand for an improved feature set for both driving and cabin comfort features for the next incarnation of the model.  We partnered with a leading software company to incorporate a menu-based, joystick-operated, all-in-one, computerized control system called LuxGo that we were certain would revolutionize the driving experience. This centralized system controls over 500 features - everything from the radio to the GPS system to the seat positioning and air-conditioning, with an easy to read clickable touch screen. Because of combination of demand, technological advance and dashboard real estate it looked certain to be the future of car design - we began the process immediately to incorporate a paired down system into our pre-luxury series.  And then, FAILURE - the car launch was met with horrible reviews and angry customers who find the LuxGo too complicated to use, unsafe, and frustrating. We've given the consumer exactly what they said they wanted, and now they hate it.  Not only has the investment been substantial in time and dollars, we've made essentially irreversible changes to the model design, and we're beginning to lose market share for the first time in a decade.

Strategy Issues:
What is the best strategic direction to take?
	Do we address the unsatisfied consumers? (With an educational effort, software upgrade with minimal feature set, rebate…)
	Do we modify our model and/or halt further implementation of LuxGo?
	Do we stop highlighting the LuxGo feature and focus on car's other strengths?
	Do we counter the bad press and damage to our global reputation?


9. Company: Zuna Motors: “Missing the Online Boat"

Topics: Retailing, sales force management, channels, technology, e-commerce

Case: Over the past decade many auto companies have dabbled with online car sales but have abandoned their efforts for one reason or another. One of the strongest inhibitors is franchise law, which essentially blocks factory-direct sales - the most profitable and interesting application of utilizing an online channel. Our legal department has devised a potential plan in which we could sell the "trendsetter" model line we have in development exclusively online if a secondary company is set-up around it.  We could then develop a manufacturing plan to churn out custom cars to order and deliver them direct with a fleet of flatbed trucks.

Strategy Issues:
What is the best strategic direction to take?
Will people buy cars online?
Is this the right model and target demographic for this venture?
	How do we manage the relationships with our franchise car dealerships that will not get this model to sell?


